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Jacquet functors and unrefined minimal K-types

Allen Moy and Gopal Prasad

The notion of an unrefined minimal K-type is extended to an arbitrary reductive group over a non
archimedean local field. This allows one to define the depth of a représentation. The relationship between

unrefined minimal K-types and the functors of Jacquet is determined. Analogues of fundamental results

of Borel are proved for représentations of depth zéro.

1. Introduction

Suppose G is an absolutely quasi-simple, simply connected algebraic group
defined over a nonarchimedean local field k and ^ G(k) is the group of its
&-rational points. Given a point x in the Bruhat-Tits building of ^, the isotropy
subgroup of the point x, i.e., gx {g e$\g• x =x}9 isa parahoric subgroup of ^.
The authors defined in [MP] natural filtration subgroups of <3X denoted by £Pxr

there, and to be denoted by <3xjr in this paper, and introduced the notion of
unrefined minimal K-types for irreducible admissible représentations of (ê. Let
9Xtt+ [Js>r &x,5. Given any admissible irreducible représentation n of 9 on a

complex veetor space Vn, as the main resuit in [MP], the authors showed (when the
characteristic of k is zéro) that there is a nonnegative rational number r g(n) such

that

(1) For some x in the building, the space Ff*-'+ of ^xr+-fixed vectors is

nonzero and r is the minimal nonnegative number for which this occurs.
(2) For any y in the building with Ff*r+ # {0}, the représentation t of 9ytr on

V*?** contains an unrefined minimal K-type.

The rational number ^(tt) is called the depth of the représentation n. Furthermore,
any two unrefined minimal K-types occurring in n are closely related via a notion
of associativity. The extension of this resuit to a gênerai reductive group as well as

when the characteristic of k is positive is rather straightforward - it is done hère in
section 3 - but for various applications it is useful to hâve it written down.

As one such application, it is very natural to consider the relationship between
unrefined minimal K-types and paraboUc induction. A prototype for what can be
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expected in this area are the results of Borel's [Bl]. In the case of the unramified

principal séries /(v), Borel has shown

(1) Any subquotient of an unramified principal séries contains a nonzero
Iwahori fixed vector.

(2) Any irreducible admissible représentation which possesses a nonzero Iwa¬

hori fixed vector occurs as a subquotient of an unramified principal séries.

(3) Let 0>=-MJf be a parabolic subgroup of ^ (see 2.1 below) and <SX an
Iwahori subgroup of ^ (see 3.1 below) with an Iwahori décomposition with
respect to & and M - e.g. x a point in the building of M. If (n, Vn) is an
irreducible admissible représentation with a nonzero Iwahori fixed vector,
then the Jacquet functor J^

is an isomorphism.

Borel's resuit (1) can be reformulated as follows into a statement which allows
for generalization to unrefined minimal K-types. The depth of an unramified
character v or more generally that of any irreducible admissible représentation
possessing a nonzero Iwahori fixed vector is zéro. Whence, Borel's resuit can be

restated in a weaker form as saying that the depth g(n) of any subquotient n of /(v)
is equal to the depth q(v) of the inducing représentation v. In particular, if
0* JtJf is a parabolic subgroup of ^ and a is an irreducible admissible représentation

of Ji, we can naturally generalize the depth zéro property of subquotients of
an unramified principal séries to the assertion that any subquotient % of the induced

represenation Ind|<x has depth q(n) equal to the depth q(g) of a. The proof of this
assertion is one of our main results (Theorem 5.2). We also prove a similar resuit
for the subquotients of a Jacquet module (Theorem 4.5).

The 'refinement' of an unrefined minimal K-type (^x,r, x)to a refined minimal
K-type is still not well understood and presently there is no précise définition of a
refined minimal K-type. However, in the case of depth zéro minimal K-types, i.e.

unrefined minimal K-types of the form (9X, a\ where 9X is a parahoric and a a

cuspidal représentation of M^(f) =^JC/^X,O+ inflated to ^x, there is no need for
refinement. Therefore, we call an unrefined minimal K-type of depth zéro a (refined)
minimal K-type. In section 6, we extend Borel's results (1), (2) and (3) to arbitrary
depth zéro représentations.

Many of the results on depth zéro représentations in section 6, including
Proposition 6.7 and Theorem 6.11, were obtained a little earlier by Lawrence
Morris. Upon completion of this manuscript, we received the preprint 'Level zéro
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G-types' containing his results. Our results were obtained independently of his

work and our proofs appear to us to be conceptually simpler and more direct
than his.

The authors would like to thank Dan Barbasch, Dragan Milicic, Marko
Tadic, Marie-France Vigneras and David Vogan for discussions during the pe-
riod this paper was writtçn. The second author visited the Institut des Hautes
Etudes Scientifiques and the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research during the

summer of 1994. He would like to thank thèse institutions for their hospitality
and support. During the final writing of this paper, the first author was a mem-
ber of the Institute for Advanced Study. He would like to thank the Institute for
its hospitality and support. The authors were supported in part by the National
Science Foundation grants DMS 9203933, DMS 9204296 and DMS 9304580.

2. Jacquet functors

2.1. The following notation will be used throughout this paper. k will dénote

a nonarchimedean local (i.e. locally compact) field of arbitrary characteristic and
G will be a connected reductive algebraic group defined over k. The group G(k)
of £-rational points of G, with the natural locally compact topology induced
from that on k> will be denoted by ^. The Lie algebra of G will be denoted by
L(G) and its dual by L(G)*. The vector space of &-rational points of L(G) (resp.
£(G)*) will be denoted by g(resp. g*); g is a fc-Lie algebra and g* Hom^g, k).
L{G)* (resp. g*) will be considered as a rational G-module (resp. ^-module)
under the coadjoint action of G (resp. (S).

We recall some basic results on the Jacquet functor. Let (n9 Vn) be an admissible

représentation of <3. Given a parabolic fc-subgroup P MN of G, where M
is a maximal connected reductive A:-subgroup of P and N is the unipotent
radical, let ^, M and Jf be the groups of k -rational points of P, M and N
respectively. We shall say that a subgroup of ^ is a parabolic subgroup if it is

the group of k-rational points of a parabolic A>subgroup of G. Thus 0* is a

parabolic subgroup of ^; Jt is called a Levi factor (or a Levi subgroup) of 0>.

The Jacquet module Jjr(Vn) associated to n is the représentation of Jt on the

space of ^T-coinvariants of Vn. Thus, JAK) KIKi-^X where Vn(JT) is the
vector space

V%(Jf) span{ft(w)v — v | n e Jf and v eVn}.

Let Jf' be the group of ^-rational points of the unipotent radical W of the
parabolic fc-subgroup P' containing M and opposite to P. A compact open
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subgroup # of ^ is said to hâve the Iwahori décomposition with respect to the

parabolic 0* and the Levi factor J( if

The following fundamental theorem of Jacquet and Harish-Chandra (see [Cas:
3.3.1 and 3.3.3] or [Si: 2.3.6]) shows the importance of an Iwahori décomposition.

THEOREM 2.2. Let (tt, Vn) be an admissible représentation of<g.If& MJT
is a parabolic subgroup of <3 and # is an open compact subgroup which has the

Iwahori décomposition with respect to £P and the Levi factor Ji, then the map

yields a surjection

In particular, as there is a séquence of open compact subgroups of <& which admit
Iwahori décomposition and which constitute a fundamental System ofneighborhoods of
the identity, the Jacquet module Jv{Vn) is an admissible représentation of Je.

We note hère that Jjr(Vn) is a ^-module of finite length.

2.3. If Ind^r is the unnormalized induction functor from 9 MJf to #, it is

elementary (see [Cas: 3.2.4] or [Car: II]) that Jr is the left adjoint of Ind^ i.e.

given an irreducible admissible représentation (a, Va) of M, there is a canonical
identification

V9) =HomAJAV*)9 Ve).

2.4. Given a parabolic subgroup &> and a Levi décomposition 9 JtJf> a

parabolic subgroup J for which M is a Levi factor is called an ^-associate of 9.
A représentation a of M can be inflated to any ^-associate J of 9 and induced to

THEOREM 2.5. Suppose a is an irreducible absolutely cuspidal représentation of
M and n is an irreducible subquotient of the induced représentation Ind^ a. Then,

there exists an Jt-associate Jt^U (resp. Jt*T) such that nis a subrepresentation (resp.

quotient) ofthe induced représentation Ind^ a {resp. Ind^r à). Furthermore, for any
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two Jt-associate parabolic subgroups 0>x=JlJfx and 0>2 JtJf2, the Jordan-
Hôlder factors of Ind;^, <r and Ind^2 a coïncide.

3. Unreftned minimal K-types for reductive groups

3.1. Let K be a fixed maximal unramified extension of k and F Gal(K/k). Let
o dénote the ring of integers of k; p be the maximal idéal of o and f (resp. g) be

the residue field of k (resp. K). Let @G be the derived group of G. The Bruhat-Tits
buildings 0S{9G, K) and &(3)G, k) of Q)G\K and 9>G\k respectively are canonically
defined. The (enlarged) Bruhat-Tits building J>(G, K) (resp. @(G, k)) of G/K(resp.
of Gjk or of ^) is the product of â&(@G, K) (resp. ^{9G, k)) with X^(C) <g)z (R;

where C is the maximal ^T-split (resp. maximal A>split) torus contained in the center

of G. There is a natural action of the Galois group F on Jf(G, K) and ^(G, k) can

(and will) be identified with the subset of points of $(G, K) fixed under F.

To each point x of the building @(G, k) of G/k, Bruhat and Tits [BT2] hâve

associated a subgroup of G(K)9 the parahoric subgroup determined by x, to be

denoted by Gx hère (we hope this notation will not cause any confusion), which is

a certain subgroup of finite index in the isotropy group at x. (The parahoric
subgroup is defined to be the inverse image in the isotropy at x of the identity
component of réduction mod p of the o-group scheme associated with the isotropy
subgroup. If G is a semi-simple simply connected group, then the parahoric
subgroup coincides with the isotropy subgroup.) The parahoric subgroup is

"defined" over k, i.e. it is stable under F; the subgroup ^r\Gx will be denoted by
(3X and it is by définition the parahoric subgroup of ^ determined by (or associated

with) the point x; it is a compact-open subgroup of (ê. A minimal parahoric
subgroup is called an Iwahori subgroup. It is known that the Iwahori subgroups are

conjugate to each other under ^.

3.2. Filtrations ofparahoric subgroups

Let S be a maximal fc-split torus of G and T be a maximal AT-split torus defined

over k and containing S. Let Z be the centralizer of T in G. Then as G is quasi-split
over AT, Z is a torus and it is defined over k since T is. Let L be the splitting field
of Z\K\ it is a totally ramified finite Galois extension of K. Let t [L : K] and œ

be the additive valuation of L such that co(Lx) Z.
Let #( c X*(T)) te the set of roots of G with respect to T. For b € $, let Ub be

the corresponding root subgroup; it is a connected unipotent subgroup of G defined

over K and nomalized by Z; let Gb be the subgroup of G generated by Ub and U_b.
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Each root b € 0 détermines a unique (up to Â'-isomorphism) extension Lb of K
contained in L such that if b is nonmultipliable, then Ub9 and if b is multipliable,
then UbjU2b, is AT-isomorphic to RLh/K(Add). In case G\K is a product of a torus
and certain absolutely quasi-simple connected AT-groups, then the degree

[Lb : K] fg 3, for ail b e &, but in gênerai thèse degrees can be arbitrary.
The apartment A of the Bruhat-Tits building of G\K associated with the torus

T is an affine space under X^(T) ®ZR. Let F dénote the space of IR-valued

affine-linear functions on A and let the constant fonction which at every point of A
takes the value 1 be denoted by ô. The apartment A(S) associated with the maximal
&-split torus S in the building @(G, k) is A n$(G, k).

Let *F( ci F) be the set of affine roots of G relative to T, K (and the valuation œ

on K). For ij/ eW, let U^ be the subgroup defined exactly as in [MP: 2.4]. Let x be

a point of A(S) and Gx be the associated parahoric subgroup of G(K). Then the

subgroup Z0-.= Z(K)nGx is a subgroup of the maximal bounded subgroup of Z(K)
of finite index; it contains the maximal bounded subgroup of T{K), and as the
notation suggests, it does not dépend on x( e A(S)). For any positive integer n, let

Zn {z e Zo | co(x(z) — 1) ^ n for ail characters x of Z}.

Now for a point x in the apartment A(S) and r ^ 0, let Gxr be the subgroup
generated by the Zn for n ^ r, and the L^ for ^ e ÎP such that \j/(x) ^ r. It is obvious
that Gx0 Gx and if s ^ r, then G^ c Gxr. For r ^ 0, let Gxr+ |J5>r Gxs. It
follows from [T: 1.4.2] that Gxr is a normal subgroup of Gx and in fact for r, s ^ 0,

the commutator subgroup [G^,,., GX5] is contained in Gxr+S. Therefore, for r >0,
[^,o+^v]c^/+ and so in particular, GxrjGxr+ is abelian. The conjugation
action of Gx on Gxr induces a natural action of the group GxIGx0+ on GxrIGxr+.
The group Gx/Gxfi+ can be identified with the group of g-rational points of the
maximal reductive quotient Mx of the réduction mod p of the o-group scheme

associated to the parahoric subgroup Gx.
Since Gx acts transitively on the set of apartments of the Bruhat-Tits building

of G/K containing x ([BT2: Proposition 4.6.28(iii)]), and for r ^ 0, Gxr is a normal
subgroup of Gx9 we conclude that the filtration of Gx introduced above is indepen-
dent of the choice of the apartment containing x.

For each r ^ 0, the subgroup Gxr is stable under the Galois group F and we
dénote the subgroup ^xnGxr (resp. <Sxc\Gxr + by ^xr (resp. ^*,r+). The sub-

groups yXtr and ^x,r+ are open normal subgroups of the parahoric group &x. For

y=g'x,ge9 G(k)9 set Gy, =gGx,g~\ Gy^^gG^g'1; <$y,r =g9x,g-1 and

^,r+ =^^,r+^~1- Thèse subgroups are well defined (i.e. they dépend only on>> and

not on the choice of g). In the sequel we shall often dénote the pro-nil radical 9yJ0+
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3.3. The associated filtrations of g and Us dual g*

The construction of the filtrations of g and g* given in [MP: §3] can be imitated
to get for r e R, and x in the Bruhat-Tits building of G/k, filtration lattices gxr and

g*_r in the more gênerai setup of this paper once we establish the following
notation. Let L be as in 3.2 and for ie^, let Lb be as in 3.2. We fix a uniformizing
élément wb of Lb. As before, let t [L : K]. For Ae$, let tb [L : Lb] t\\Lh : K].
For an affine root ij/ whose derivative (or gradient) is b9 we set ^ £h. We note
that \j/ -f tô is again an affine root if and only if t is an intégral multiple of ^.

Let gx,r+ [js>r g^ (resp. g*_r + \Js<r g*_J. For every r, g3Ctr (resp. g*_r) is

stable under the adjoint (resp. coadjoint) action of &x and the induced action of the

subgroups 9X on QXtrlQx,r+ (resp. g*_r/g*,_r+) is trivial. So there is an mduced
action of Mx(f) 9XI^0X on gx,r/gJC,r+ as well as on g*_r/gî,_r + For r > 0, there is

natural Mx(f)-equivariant isomorphism oî (gxrj(gxr+ onto gx,r/gx,r +

Given a point x of the Bruhat-Tits building of 0, there is a monotone
increasing séquence {r, 11 e N u {0}} of nonnegative real numbers such that r0 0,

for ail i, 9Xit.t_l ¥" &x,ri> QZtrt _,
9e 9x,rt> ^nd for r,_, < ^ ^ rM ^XvS ^x/.t, gX5 gxr<

(cf. [MP: 3.4]). (Equivalent^ g*_r|^g*_r< and for rf_! S* <rt9 9Î.-V flîf-rl.1J

3.4. Définition of nilpotence and unrefined minimal K-type

We shall say that an élément X of g* is nilpotent if there is a 1-parameter
subgroup

X:GL{-+G,

defined over k, such that Lim^o X(t)X 0. Note that in case k is of characteristic

zéro, according to a theorem of Kempf and Rousseau ([K], [R]), the last condition
is équivalent to the condition that the Zariski-closure of the G-orbit G • X contains
0. Thus for local fields of characteristic zéro the above définition of nilpotence is

équivalent to that given in [MP : 3.5].
For i > 0, the Pontrjagin dual of 9XJttI9xr.t +1 can be identified (after a choice of

an additive character of the prime field of f) with gî.-^/g*-^,, (cf. [MP: 3.7, 3.8]).
A character x of ^Xfrj^x,rl + l

is said to be nondegenerate if the coset Ar + gJ_r| _,
corresponding to it does not contain any nilpotent éléments. The nondegeneracy of
a character does not dépend on the choice of the additive character.

An unrefined minimal K-type is a pair (9Xtr>x)> where x€@(G,k) r is a

nonnegative real number such that 9xjr #^*,r+, x is a représentation of &xr trivial
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on &Xtr + and

(i) If r 0, then / is a cuspidal représentation of the reductive group
Mx(f) ^x/^+ inflated to <SX.

(ii) If r > 0, then x is a nondegenerate character of ^x,r/^,r +

We define associativity of two unrefined K-types as in [MP: 5.1]: Two minimal
K-types (^X)/., x) and (^y,s9 Ô are said to be associâtes if they hâve the same depth
(i.e. r s), and

(i) In case r 0, there is an élément g e & such that <êx n ygy surjects onto
both Mx(f) and M^(f) and x is isomorphic to Çg.

(ii) In case r > 0, the ^-orbit of the coset which realizes x intersects the coset
which realizes £.

Given the above setup, Theorem 5.2 in [MP] generalizes (with the same proof)
to

THEOREM 3.5. Given an irreducible admissible complex représentation (ny Vn)

of ^, there is a nonnegative rational number q(k) with the following properties.
(1) For some x e 0ê(Gy k), the space Ff*•*(*>+ of yxQ{y()+~fixed vectors is nonzero

and q(u) is the smallest number with this property.
(2) For any y e @(G, k)9 if W F^(«>+ ^ {0}, then

(i) if q(tz) =0, any irreducible &yein)-submodule of W contains an unrefined
minimal K-type of depth zéro of a parahoric ^xcz^y;

(ii) if q(k) > 0, any irreducible &ye{nysubmodule of W is an unrefined minimal
K-type.

Moreover, any two unrefined minimal K-types contained in n are associâtes of each

other.

The rational number o(n) is by définition the depth of the irreducible représentation
71.

4. Depth and Jacquet functor

4.1. Let P MN and N' be as in §2 and M, Jf, Jf\ and & be the group of
A:-rational points of M, N, Nf and P respectively. Important examples of open
compact subgroups which hâve Iwahori décomposition are given by the filtration
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subgroups introduced in §3. Let S be a maximal k-split torus of G contained in M.
Then M contains the centralizer ZG(S) of S. Let A(S) be the apartment in the

building of ^ corresponding to S and for x e A(S), let <§x be the parahoric
subgroup of ^ associated with x. For r ^0, let ^xr (resp. 9Xtr+) be the filtration
subgroup (of the parahoric subgroup yx) described in §3.2. In view of the

description of ^xr in terms of affine roots given in §3.2 and the results contained in
§§6.4.9 and 6.4.48 of [BT1], we hâve the following resuit.

THEOREM 4.2. For S c AT, any point x e A(S) and any r > 0, the filtration
subgroup <gxr of the parahoric subgroup (SX has the Iwahori décomposition with

respect to 0> and the Levi factor M.

4.3. Let UM\ L(N) and L(N') be the Lie algebras of M, N and N' respectively
and let m, n and n' be the space of fc-rational points of the respective Lie algebras.
We hâve

g n' ® m ® n.

The vector space duals of m, n and n' will be denoted by m*, n* and n'*
respectively. We shall view the dual L(M)* of L(M) (resp. m*) as an M-module
(resp. ^-module) under the coadjoint action of M (resp. Ji).

There is a natural ^-module map from g* to m* given by restriction. For
X g g*, we shall dénote its restriction to m by Xm; for a subset S of g*, we shall let

Sm dénote the subset {Xm | X e S} of m*.
The dual m* will be identified with the ^-submodule:

{X 6 g*|4, 0 and X\n 0};

n* and n'* hâve identifications with similarly defined ^-submodules of g*. With
thèse identifications, we hâve

g* n'* © m* © n*.

For x 6 A(S) and r € R, let g* _r be as in 3.3 and let m* _r, n* _r and n'*_r dénote

w*ng*_r, n*ng*_r and n'*ng*_r respectively. We hâve

g*-, nf*_r © tn*.r © <_r. (4.3.1)

Let Jtx**Jtcs<Sx, Jfx^Jfr\<§x and Jf^^Jf'rsV^ For r^O, let
rfx%r JT'
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xr + and Jf'x%r+ jV*' n&xr+). We shall dénote JtXt0+ also by Jtx. Then since

M contains ZG(S), and so in particular it contains the torus Z, J(x is the parahoric
subgroup of M associated with the point x (note that the apartment A(S) is also

the apartment corresponding to the maximal fc-split torus S in the building of Jt).
The subgroup Jtxr of Jix coincides with the filtration subgroup, and m* r coincides

with the filtration lattice in m*, associated with x and r, obtained by using the

construction given in §3 for the reductive group M in place of G.

Let {r,} be the monotone increasing séquence of nonnegative real numbers
associated to x in 3.3. Then the Pontrjagin dual, for / ^ 1, of the abelian group
(^x,rJ<^x,r] + l

bas an identification with gî,-r,/9*-r, _, (see 3.3). This also provides an
identification of the Pontrjagin dual of J?x,ril^x,rl + l

with m*_r/m*_r/ r
4.4. Suppose (7r, Vn) is an irreducible admissible représentation of ^ such that

Jjr(Yn) 7e {0}. Let ((7, Va) be an irreducible subquotient of the ^-module Jjr(Vn) and
be its depth. Choose a point x e A(S) so that

(1) Vf*'+ ^{0}
(2) the action of Mxr on Vfx<r+ contains an unrefined minimal K-type.

By Theorem 2.2, Ff^+ / {0}.

THEOREM 4.5. The ^xrl^x^-constituents of V^r+ contain unrefined minimal

K-types. {In particular q{o) q(ti) for any irreducible subquotient a of Jjr(Vn).)
Moreover, ifr>0 and {Jtxr, x) is an unrefined minimal K-type occurring in Vfx-r+f
then V*x'r+ contains an unrefined minimal K-type of the form {^xr, 0 such that the

restriction ofÇ to Mxr is x and its restriction to Jfx r andJf'xr are trivial; consequently
the coset S corresponding to Ç contains an élément of m*.

The assertion is clear when r =0; any ^/^-irreducible constituent of V**
contains a cuspidal représentation of a parabolic subgroup of the reductive group
Mx(f) =(§x\<§x~. We shall make a more précise statement in this, the depth zéro,
setting in §6. We can therefore now focus on the case r > 0 in which case JCxr \J(x^r +

and <^Xtrl<^x,r+ are both abelian. The proof in this case is based on a property of the

characters of the abelian group 9Xtft l^Xyrt
+ l 0 > 0) which we shall now formulate

(4.7). We begin with a lemma.

LEMMA 4.6. Let H be a connected reductive group defined over afield F: Q be

a parabolic F-subgroup ofH and let p: H -> GL(V) be afinite dimensional F-rational
représentation of H on a F-vector space F. Let veV and X\GLX-+H be a
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l-parameter subgroup defined over F such that Lim,_0 p(/l(0)v 0. Then there exists

a l-parameter subgroup fi : GLX -> Q defined over F such that Lim^o P(MO)V 0.

Proof. The group £x {x e H(F) | Lim,_0 X(t)xX(t)~l exists} is the group of
F-rational points of a parabolic subgroup QÀ of H defined over F. According to
Proposition 20.7(i) of [B2], Qxr\Q contains a maximal F-split torus T. Also, X is

contained in a maximal F-split torus T of Qk. Since both T and T are maximal
F-split tori of Qx, there exists age^ such that qT'q~l T. Let fi(t) qX{i)q-\
Then fi cTc QxnQcz Q anà Lim,_0pO(f))v =0.

PROPOSITON 4.7. Z,é?f S Jf+ g£_r| _,
6^ « co^r wA/c/z contains a nilpotent

élément, then there exists an élément p e Jtx Jfx so that the coset (pS)m also contains

a nilpotent élément.

Proof. We assume (as we may) that X e S is nilpotent. Let A be a l-parameter
subgroup of G defined over k such that Lim^o X(t)X 0.

Let Mx be the quotient of the réduction mod p of the o-group scheme associated

to the parahoric subgroup &x by its unipotent radical. Mx is a connected reductive

f-group and the maximal &-split torus 5 of G gives rise to a maximal f-split torus
S of Mx. According to Proposition 4.3 of [MP], the M^-orbit through the image X
of Xin gî,-rl/9*-r,_i contains zéro in its Zariski-closure. By a theorem of Kempf
and Rousseau ([K], [R]), there is a l-parameter subgroup lof Mx9 defined over f,
such that Lim^0 X(t)(X) 0. Now since the image of MxJfx in Mx is the group of
f-rational points of a parabolic f-subgroup P, and P clearly contains the maximal

f-split torus S, we conclude, using the preceding lemma and conjugacy of maximal
f-split tori of P under P(f), that there is an élément p g JtxJrx and a l-parameter
subgroup ji contained in S such that Limt^op~lp(t)pX 0; where^ is the image of
p in Mx(f). Let fi be the lift of the l-parameter subgroup fi of S to S. Then clearly,
the limit, as t-+0, of the image of fi(t)pX in gî,_r|/g*_r|_l is zéro. Now for a

positive integer n, let

and

Vn-{Ze g* _r| /g* _r| _,
| jMZ t"Z}.

Let F(resp. V) be the submodule spanned by the Vn9s (resp. Fn's). Then for each

n, Vn projects onto Vn under the natural projection g*_rj -*9Î,_r|/aî,-rl., and so V

projets onto F. It is clear that for Zeg*_ri (resp. Z€g*_ri/g*_rj _1),
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Lim,_0 li(f)Z 0 (resp. Lim,_0 £(0Z 0) if and only if Z e V (resp. Z e F). As

\Àmt^0p~l{l{t)pX 0, pX € V and hence there is a Y s V which projects onto pX.
Such a 7 lies in pE and Lim,_0 /x(f)7 0. Now since

8Î,-r, n£_r| 0 m*_ri 0 <_,,,

and each of the n'*, m* and n* is stable under ^( c S), we conclude that
0. So 7m(e(/?S)m) is nilpotent. This proves the proposition.

Proofof Theorem 4.5. We fix a ^-submodule 1^ of Jjr(Vn) which projects onto
Kff. As stated above, we can assume that r q(g) > 0. Choose a nonzero v e Vfx>r +

which transforms under JtXtrl^Xtr + by homotheties according to the nondegener-
ate character %. Let <€ Jf'XjJ(Xir + Jfxy, <€ is a compact-open subgroup of ^,
normal in ^xr, and ^x,r/^ {=Mxr\Mxr + is an abelian group. It follows from
Theorem 2.2 that there is a v e V{ such that /^(v) lies in ^ and its image in Va is

v. We can choose a vector w in the Jtxr-submodule generated by v such that

(1) the image of Jjr(w) in Va is ^0
(2) w transforms under ^xr according to a character £ of ^x,r/^x,r+ whose

restriction to JtXtrl^x,r+ ls X-

Then the restriction of £ to Jfx^r and ^^>r are trivial, and hence the coset S of
9* -rt _,

ii1 9?,-r, corresponding to ^ contains an élément of m*; hère i is the positive
integer such that r rr

We claim that the coset S does not contain any nilpotent éléments. Suppose to
the contrary that S does contain a nilpotent élément. According to Proposition 4.7,

there exists then an élément p e Jtx Jf x so that (pS)m contains a nilpotent élément.

Consider the vector wp n(p)w. It lies in V%x'r+. Also, since p e#, and J^ is a

^-module homomorphism, the image wp of wp in Va is nonzero and Jixr acts on it
through the character corresponding to the coset (pS)m which contains a nilpotent
élément. But as the depth of the représentation a is r, the coset (pS)m can not
contain any nilpotent éléments. We conclude from this that S can not contain any
nilpotent éléments either and hence f is an unrefined minimal K-type for n.

4.8. An élément of g* is said to be semi-simple if its G-orbit is closed in L(G)*
in the Zariski topology. We shall say that a semi-simple élément Fof g* is anisotropic

if the only A>split tori in G which fix Y are the A>split tori contained in the center

of G. Since there is a nontrivial fc-split torus contained in the center of M which is

not central in G, and any such torus fixes every élément of m*, no élément of m*
is anisotropic. Given / > 0, a coset S X + g£_rj is said to be anisotropic if each
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Y € S is anisotropic. If S is an anisotropic coset, then it can't contain any élément
of m*. A character { of ^x>rtl^Xyrt

+ l will be called anisotropic if the corresponding
coset S is anisotropic.

As an immédiate conséquence of Theorem 4.5, we hâve

COROLLARY 4.9. If n is an irreducible admissible représentation which con-
tains an anisotropic unrefined minimal K-type, then n is an absolutely cuspidal
représentation.

This fact had been observed before in many spécial cases.

5. Parabolic induction and unrefined minimal K-types

In this section, we state and prove one of our main results which is the assertion
that the depth of a représentation behaves well under parabolic induction. As a

preliminary to the main statement, we prove a lemma.

LEMMA 5.1. Suppose P MN is a parabolic k-subgroup of G and S is a
maximal k-split torus of M. Then given x e A(S)9 there is a y e A(S) such that

(1) Jtx JKy3nd
\^J *SV* y I */Wt y ZSS. <S'yl^S^y •

Proof. Let C be the maximal A>split torus contained in the center of M. Note
that S contains C and M is precisely the centralizer of C in G. Therefore, the
restriction to C of a fc-root of G (relative to S) is trivial if and only if it is a A:-root

of M. It is obvious from this that there are points y of A(S) lying in the set of
translates of x by éléments of X^(C) ® z R( <=X^S) ®z R) such that if ij/ is any
affine root of G (relative to S and k) whose derivative (or gradient) is not a A:-root

of M, then \j/(y) # 0, whereas if the derivative of \// is a A:-root of M, then

ijf(x) ^(y). For any such y, clearly Jtyjr Jixr for ail r ^ 0, and the natural map
JfylJf* -+&yl&y is an isomorphism.

We now state the main resuit on depth and parabolic induction.

THEOREM 5.2. Suppose (<r, Vff) is an admissible irreducible représentation ofM
and {nf Vn) is an irreducible subquotient of the induced représentation Ind^c. Then

(1) «(*)««(*)
(2) If a is of depth zero9 {Jtx, x) ^ an unrefined minimal K-type of a, and

y eA(S) has the properties (1) and (2) of Lemma 5.1, then the unrefined
minimal K-type % (lifted to &y via property (2) of y) occurs in n
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(3) If r q(o) >0, given an unrefined minimal K-type {Jixr^ x) occurring in a
(x g A(S))> there exists an unrefined minimal K-type (^x,r, Ç) occuring in n
such thaï the restriction of Ç to Jixr is x and its restriction to Jrx r and Jf'xr
are trivial, so the coset S corresponding to £, contains an élément of m*.

Proof By Theorem 2.5, after replacing the inducing parabolic 9 by a suitable

e^-associate, we may (and we shall) assume that n is an irreducible subrepresenta-
tion of Ind^ Va. Then by Frobenius reciprocity (2.3), Va is an irreducible quotient
of the Jacquet module Jjr(Vn) and by Theorem 4.5, q(ti) q(g).

Let i: Jjr(Vn) -? Va be a surjective ^-module homomorphism. Let {J(xr, x) be

an unrefined minimal K-type of <x; where r q{6). Now to prove (2) we note that
according to Theorem 2.2, i °Jjr maps V^J onto Vfy. Since ^yl^y =J?yIJfy,
the représentation x must in fact appear in V*K Part (3) is an immédiate

conséquence of Theorem 4.5.

The analogue of part (1) of Theorem 5.2 for the Jacquet functor J^ is stated in
Theorem 4.5. As analogues of part (2) and (3) of Theorem 5.2, we hâve the

following resuit.

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let 0> MJf be a parabolic subgroup of & and n be an

irreducible admissible représentation of %?. Then

1) If p(n) 0 and {Jix, x) and (^x> ï) are unrefined minimal K-types ofdepth
zéro in Jy(n), then there exist points y and y' so that My Jix, My> M^
and 9yig$ *LJty\JC$, #y/#+ ^My,\M+, and the minimal K-types (&y9x)
and ($y, x) of n are associâtes.

(2) If q(u) > 0, let (Jtxr, x) and (°^y,r> x) oe two unrefined minimal K-types in

Jv(n), and let (^r, Ç) and(?§yr, £') be unrefined minimal K-types provided by
Theorem 4.5. Then (^r> Ç) and (^,r, i') are associâtes.

Proof In part (1), the existence of the points y and y' follow from Lemma 5.1.

The associativity statements in parts (1) and (2) is just associativity of unrefined

minimal K-types in n.

6. Depth zéro représentations

In this section we concern ourselves only with depth zéro représentations. We

call an unrefined minimal K-type of depth zéro a minimal K-type. We formulate and

prove for gênerai depth zéro représentations analogues of Borel's results for
représentations with an Iwahori fixed vector. We begin with a preliminary resuit.
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let G be a connected reductive group defined over thefinite
field f and let P MN and P' MN' be two associate parabolie \-subgroups ofG, i.e.

parabolic ^-subgroups which share a Levi subgroup.

(1) If x is a représentation of M(f), the two induced représentations Ind^Nco T

and Ind|5i($)N'(D T are équivalent.
(2) If(<r, V0) is a finite-dimensional complex représentation o/G(f), then intégra¬

tion along N(f), i.e. A(v) JN(f) a(n)v dn defines an isomorphism of V^'(f) with

Proof We begin with the proof of part (2). Let eN(f) and eNW be the idempotent
éléments in the group algebra C[G(f)] Jf(G(f)//{!}) determined by the subgroups
N(f) and N'(f) respectively. Then given any représentation (<r, Va), V™(f)

o{eHi^)Va and F^(f) cr(eNW)Va. The assertion in (2) that A is an isomorphism is

équivalent to the statement that there exists an élément ^ eeN<(f)C[G(f)]eN(f) such

that

£ eN(f) eN'(n ^N'(f) an<^ ^N(f) ^N'(D^ eN(f)-

Such a (^ is provided by Theorem 2.5 of [HL].
Part (1) is a conséquence of Harish-Chandra's theory of cusp forms on G(f) (see

[HC]). As noted in [HL], it also follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 in [HL].

The next resuit is the converse of the last part of Theorem 5.2 in [MP] which
asserts that two unrefined minimal K-types (&x, a) and (&y9 t) which both occur in

aji irreducible admissible représentation (n, Vn) of ^ are associâtes of one another.

PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose (n, Vn) is an irreducible admissible représentation

of & of depth zéro. If (&x9(f) is a depth zéro minimal K-type occurring in Vn, and

(@yi t) is an associate of (&xi a), then (&yi t) also occurs in Vn.

Proof For any z in the Brunat-Tits building of ^, let Mz be the quotient of the
réduction mod p of the o-group scheme associated to the parahoric subgroup @z by
its unipotent radical. Then ^z/^ Mz(f). So a représentation of &z which is

trivial on *St gives rise to a représentation of M2(f), and conversely a représentation
of M2(f) inflates to a représentation of <§z which is trivial on 9+. In the sequel we
shall not distinguish between a représentation of (êz which is trivial on ^ and the

corresponding représentation of Mz(f) and shall use the same symbol to dénote the

two représentations. As (^x, é) and (9y9 t) are minimal K-types of depth zéro, a
and t are cuspidal représentations of Mx(f) and M^(f) respectively.

After repladng the pair (@y9 x) by a suitable conjugate, we assume that the

natural maps ix: ^^rs^y^M^d) and iy: <ëxc\<3y-? My(f) are onto and let S be a
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maximal £-split torus of G such that the apartment A(S) corresponding to S in the

Bruhat-Tits building of ^ contains both x and y. Then an affine root \j/ (of G

relative to S and k) which vanishes at the point x must also vanish at the point y
and vice versa (in particular, My has a natural identification with Mx as an
algebraic f-group and with this identification, x a). From this we conclude that
both x and y lie in the affine subspace B (of the apartment A(S)) which is given as

the zéro locus of the affine roots vanishing at x or y. The intersection of the affine

subspace B with the vanishing hyperplane H of an affine root is either (i) empty, or
(ii) equals B9 or (iii) is an affine subspace of B of codimension 1. Let U be the open
set (of B) which is the complément in B of the union of those //'s which satisfy

property (iii). The points x and y lie in U and U is a disjoint union of its (countably
many) connected components. Given a point z in U, let U(z) dénote the connected

component of U which contains z.

If z and z' are two arbitrary points in U9 then the natural maps ^z n^ -» Mz(f)
and ^zn^-*Mzd) are surjective and the group M2< has a natural identification
with Mz as an algebraic f-group. We shall use the same symbol to dénote the

représentations of ^z and ^z< trivial on <§+ and ^ respectively which correspond to
each other in terms of the identification of Mz(f)( #*/#+) with MAd( ^z'l^})-

We say that two points z and z' are in adjacent components if the intersection

U(z) n U(z') of the closures of U(z) and U(z') in B is nonempty. Suppose z and z'
are in adjacent components. We claim that the irreducible admissible représentation
(rc, Vn) contains the minimal K-type (^z, <x) of depth zéro if and only if it contains
the minimal K-type (^, a). Clearly, we need only show that if (tt, Vn) contains
(&z9 <x), then it must contain (^z>, a). Let v be a point of B which lies in the
intersection U(z) n U(z'). The parahoric ^v contains both ^z and ^z< and the images of
^z and &z> in Mv are the group of f-rational points of associate parabolic f-sub-

groups Pz and Pz respectively of Mv. The quotient of Pz (resp. Pz by its unipotent
radical is f-isomorphic to Mz (resp. M^). If Vn contains (^z, a), Ffv+ must contain

an irreducible représentation Ç of ^v which is équivalent to a subrepresentation of
the inflation to ^v of the induced représentation Indp^tf. However, by Proposition
6.1(1) and the Frobenius reciprocity, any irreducible constituent of Indp^cr
contains the représentation (Pz,(f)9o). Hence, Vn contains the minimal K-type
(0Z,, a). This proves the claim. To complète the proof of Proposition 6.2, we note
that for our original x and y, we can find a séquence of points x z0,

zl9..., zn =y such that each zf lies in U and U(zt) and U(zi+l) are adjacent. It
follows that if (n9 Vn) contains (9X9 a)9 then it also contains (9y9 a).

6.3. We attach a Levi subgroup M to 9X as follows: Let S be a maximal &-split
torus of G such that the apartment ^4(5) corresponding to S contains x. Then S

gives rise to a maximal f-split torus S of Mx. Let C be the maximal f-split torus
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contained in the center of Mx. Note that C c S. Lift C to S to get a subtorus C (of
•S). Let M be the centralizer of C in G and Jt M(k). Then M is a Levi subgroup
([B2:20.4]) and since the centralizer ZG(S) of S in G is contained in M,
Jtx =: Jtn@x is a, parahoric subgroup of Jt. Note that C is contained in the center

ofG9 or, équivalently9 M G, ifand only if*&x is a maximal parahoric subgroup (cf.
[T: 3.5]).

PROPOSITION 6.4.

(1) Jtx is a maximal parahoric subgroup of Jt.
(2) Ax\MZ*<§x\<SZ^toxiX)\

Proof Recall that there is a natural identification of the character groups X*(S)
and X*(S) of 5 and S respectively. Since M is the centralizer of C in G, it ïs clear

that, with this identification of X*(S) and Ar*(S), its &-root System with respect to
S contains the f-root System of Mx with respect to S. Hence, the semi-simple k-mnk
of M is greater than or equal to the semi-simple f-rank of Mx. The latter equals

f-rank Mx - dim C k-mnk G - dim C. On the other hand, as the fc-split torus C
is contained in the center of M, the semi-simple fc-rank of M is at most equal to
&-rank G — dim C. We conclude from thèse observations that the semi-simple
fc-rank of Mcoincides with the semi-simple f-rank of Mx. As the maximal reductive

quotient of the réduction modp of the o-group scheme associated with the

parahoric subgroup Mx of Jt clearly contains Mx, both the assertions of the

proposition are now obvious. (Note that the semi-simple f-rank of the maximal
reductive quotient of the réduction mod p of the o-group scheme associated to a

parahoric subgroup of M is at most the semi-simple fc-rank of M and the parahoric
subgroup is maximal if and only if the equality holds; see, for example,

[T: 3.5].)

6.5. Fix a minimal K-type (@x, a) of depth zéro. Part (2) of the preceding
proposition allows us to naturally view a as a cuspidal représentation of Jtx \MXV.

Let JÇ be the normalizer of Mx in M. Then JÇ is compact modulo the center of M.
Let S(g) be the collection of irreducible représentations (up to équivalence) of ^x
which contain a on restriction to Jtx. Note that each t in S{a) is finite dimensional
since 3FX is compact modulo its center. S(o) consists precisely of the irreducible
représentations (of J£) contained in Indj| c. One can partition ê(a) into finitely
many équivalence classes by placing t, and x2 in the same équivalence class if there
exists an unramified quasicharacter x of M such that t2 t, ® %.

PROPOSITION 6.6. Given % e <?(<r), the représentation n c-Ind^ft is an
irreducible absolutely cuspidal représentation of M. Moreover any irreducible admissible

représentation of Jt which contains a on restriction to Jtx is isomorphic to c-ïné^t
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for some x e S(a). If x is a one-dimensional quasicharacter of J(, then c-

Proof The assertion is a folklore theorem. A published proof appears in [Mrl],
The following proof is perhaps simpler. Recall [Sh: §3] that the compactly induced

représentation n =c-lnd^x is an irreducible (and therefore absolutely cuspidal)
représentation if and only if the Hecke algebra Jf*=Jf(JfH^9 x) of End(FT)-val-
ued i-spherical functions on M is one-dimensional. Given a double coset ^xm^x
{m e Jf), let Jf(J^mJÇ, t) be the subspace of functions/ e Jtf such that the support
supp(/) of/is contained in the double coset &xm3Fx. The vector space ^f is a direct
sum of the subspaces ^f(JÇm J^, t). Because a is a cuspidal représentation, a

necessary condition for the subspace ffî(3Fxm!Fx, x) to be nonzero is that the natural

maps from Mxr\mJixm~x Jtxr\Mmx to Mx(f) and Mmjc(f) be surjective. (Note
that for any m in M, the image of Mxr\Mmx in M^f) (resp. Mmjc(f)) is the group
of f-rational points of a parabolic f-subgroup of Mx (resp. Mmx) and the image of
Jixr\J(^nx (resp. Jt* nJKmx) is the group of f-rational points of the unipotent
radical of this parabolic f-subgroup. This can be seen using the affine root System
of M relative to a maximal AT-split torus such that the corresponding apartment in
the Bruhat-Tits building of MjK contains both x and mx.) Since the point x
corresponds to a maximal parahoric subgroup of M, the latter condition on
surjectivity implies that the élément m must fix the point x, i.e., m e 3FX. The only
double coset ^xm^x for which ^f JÇmJ^, t) is nonzero is therefore the trivial
double coset JÇ. Thus #? is one-dimensional.

To prove the second assertion, suppose (n, Vn) is an irreducible admissible

représentation of M which contains a. An application of [BZ: 2.29] shows that
there exists a t g S(o) such that Hom^(c-Ind^r, Vn) is nonzero. Since c-Ind^t and
Vn are both irreducible, they must be isomorphic.

Finally, it is obvious that c-Ind^|(T ® x) — (c-Indjr t) ® x if X is a one"
dimensional quasicharacter.

Now to be able to détermine ail the irreducible absolutely cuspidal représentations

of depth zéro (see Proposition 6.8 below), we show that Lemma 4.7 of [Bl],
which is formulated only for the trivial représentation of an Iwahori subgroup, can
be formulated and proved for an arbitrary minimal K-type (@x, a). In [Bl], the

proof of Lemma 4.7 is based on the invertibility of certain éléments in the Iwahori
Hecke algebra. Our proof of the analogue for an arbitrary minimal K-type (@x, a)
relies instead on Proposition 6.1.

Let &x be a nonmaximal parahoric subgroup of (S. We fix a maximal A>split
torus S so that the apartment ^4(5) contains the point x. Let C be the subtorus of
S as in 63. Let M be the centralizer of C in G and M M(k). As @x is not
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maximal, M is a proper Levi subgroup of G. Let 9 JtJf and 0? MJT be two
opposite parabolic subgroups of ^ with M as their common Levi factor. With thèse

notations we hâve:

PROPOSITION 6.7. Let (n, V%) be an admissible représentation of 9. Then

is an isomorphism.

Proof. If a is a character of C and y: GLl -+ C is a 1-parameter subgroup (of C),
let <a, y y be the integer which satisfies oc(y(t)) t<x'y>. We fix a 1-parameter

subgroup y of C so that <a, y > > 0 for every root a of C in the Lie algebra n of Jf,
and consider the ray x(t) x + ty(t *i0), contained in the apartment A(S), ema-

nating from the point x in the direction y. It is easy to see that
(1) J(r\<§m=Mx forain.
(2) Set Jfm JTn9m and ^(/) JT'nV^. If r' è U then

^io ^ ^(/> and JT'X{O c ^0.
(3) Any compact subgroup of Jf is contained in Jfm for t sufficiently large.

(4) There is a séquence 0 t0 < t} < t2 • • < /, < • • • tending to oo so that ^xi0
is constant on the open intervais tt_x< t <tt(i> 1), as well as on the

interval 0 g t < tx. On thèse intervais, &x(t) is a parahoric subgroup which is

associate to 9X.
We shall dénote the parahoric subgroup &xM by (Sl and its pro-nil

radical ^,{) by SF+. The connected reductive f-group associated with (êl will
be denoted by M,. For i ^ 1, 9t_ will dénote the parahoric subgroup ^x(0,

//_1<^<r/ and let ^- ^n^#-, ^r;_ ^'n^_. Note that for ail

and

(5) The parahoric subgroup 9, contains both ^r- and ^,+ i~ as proper sub-

®roups. The image of ^- in M,(D is the group of f-rational points of a
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parabolic f-subgroup PJ of M, and the image of &l + \~ is the group of
f-rational points of a parabolic f-subgroup P, ; P, and PJ are opposed and
the Levi subgroup P, n P[ is f-isomorphic to M,,. We note for later use that

Jft-Mt^\- is a subgroup of 9t containing ^+, in fact it is the inverse

image in <§l of the unipotent radical of P!(f).

Let v e Vp be a nonzero vector. We claim Jjr(v) # 0. To prove this claim, we
define vectors v,, / ^ 1, inductively as follows: Let v, v and for / > 1, let

•-J
We shall show by induction that for ail i, (i) v, # 0, (ii) v, is fixed under 9+
and Jf\~, and (iii) v, is a nonzero multiple of J^_ n(n)v dn. From its définition it
is clear that v, is fixed under Jrl-. Moreover since vI_l is fixed under

Ji* Jf\_l-{-=> M* Jf\ - and Jft - M* Jf\ - is a compact subgroup, v, is fixed under
the latter. Since v,_! is fixed under ^+_, and also under Jf\_x-, and the latter
projects onto the unipotent radical of PJ.^f), whereas ^Vt~ projects onto the

unipotent radical of Pf-i(t), Proposition 6.1 (2) implies that if v, _ j is nonzero then

so is v,. Assertion (iii) can be proved easily using Fubini's theorem and the

bi-invariance of the Haar measure on the unipotent group Jf. It implies that for

every / ^ 1,

n(n)v dn ^ 0.

As any compact subgroup of jV is contained in Jfl - for i large, we conclude now
that Jjfiy) 7^0. Since v was assumed to be an arbitrary élément of Ff*, it follows
that Jjf is an injection of VP into /r(Kx)^. By Theorem 2.2, J^ is also a

surjection; whence it is an isomorphism. D

PROPOSITION 6.8. Every irreducible depth zéro absolutely cuspidal représentation

of <& fias the form c-lndji for some maximal parahoric subgroup ^x of <&,

cuspidal représentation a of Mx(f) inflated to (SX<) and % g ê(a).

Let (rc, Vn) be an irreducible absolutely cuspidal représentation of ^ which
contains the minimal K-type (^x, a). Let Jl be the Levi subgroup of ^ associated

to the parahoric 9X. We assert that 9X is a maximal parahoric subgroup of ^ (or,
equivalently, Jl 0). If M ¥" &, let Jf be the unipotent radical of a parabolic
subgroup of ^ with Levi subgroup M\ according to the preceding proposition,
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Jjr(V*) ^0; this contradicts the fact that n is absolutely cuspidal and we conclude
that M ^ and *ëx is maximal. Now the proposition follows from Proposition 6.6.

Morris has indicated in the introduction of [Mr2] a différent proof of Proposition

6.8 based on Hecke algebras.

6.9. We are now prepared to show for an arbitrary minimal K-type (&x, g) of
depth zéro, the analogues of the well known results of Borel [Bl] that

(1) Any subquotient of an unramified principal séries contains a nonzero
Iwahori fixed vector.

(2) Any irreducible admissible représentation which has a nonzero Iwahori
fixed vector occurs as a subquotient of an unramified principal séries.

6.10. Fix a minimal K-type (&x, a) of depth zéro. Let M be the Levi subgroup
attached to <0X in 6.3. Let M M(k), and let 9 MJf be a parabolic subgroup of
^ containing Ji as a Levi subgroup. For t g S{g), let 0 c-Ind^t. Form the

generali2ed principal séries /(^, 0) =Indj0.

THEOREM6.il.
(1) Any subquotient n of I(&9 0) is generated by its (@X9 à)-isotypic subspace.

(2) Conversety, any irreducible admissible représentation (n9 Vn) whose (&x, a)-
isotypic subspace is nonzero appears as a subquotient of 1(0*, 0) where
0 c-Ind^t for some x e ê(a).

Proof To prove (1), it is sufficient to prove that any irreducible subquotient n
0) is generated by its (^x, c)-isotypic subspace. Therefore, we assume that

n is an irreducible subquotient. We apply Theorem 2.5 to find a parabolic 1 Jt°U
which is ^-associate of 9 JtJf and for which n is an irreducible subrepresenta-
tion of /(J, 0). The Jacquet module J&(Vn) of n has Ve as a quotient (2.3). The

subgroup 9% has the Iwahori factorization with respect to the parabolic subgroup
J. So the map

is a surjection (2.2). According to Proposition 6.4, ^Sx\^t J(X\J(%, So it follows
that (9X9 a) occurs in n and thus must generate it.

To prove part (2), we use the following lemma.

LEMMA 6.12. Let *$x be a nonmaximal parahoric subgroup of <§. Fix an

apartment A(S) and a Levi subgroup Jt as in section 6.3 so that x € A(S) and

JlJJtt &9xl9i. Let y€A(S) be such that JtyIJt+ &9yl9+ and there is a
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minimal K-type (&y90 associate to the minimal K-type (&X9 a)9 then there exists a

g e& so that

(1) g normalizes S and M
(2) the natural maps from ^xn^gy to Mx(f) and Mg>,(f) are surjective and Çg is

équivalent to a

(3) the natural maps from Jtxc\Jtgy to Mx(f) and Mg>,(f) are surjective,

Proof. We begin by recalling some notation from 6.3. C is the maximal f-split
torus contained in the center of Mx and C is its lift to S. The Levi M is the

centralizer of C in G, and M is the group of fc-rational points of M. We identify the

character group X*(S) of S with the character group Jf*(S) of S in terms of their
natural identification. The condition My\Ji^ £ ^yl^y implies that the root System

#(S, M^) of M^ is contained in the root System <P(S9 M) of M. Let g e & be an
élément so that &xn&gy projects onto both M^f) and Mg^(f) and Ç* is équivalent
to a. As <&x acts transitively on the set of apartments (in the building of ^)
containing x, after replacing g with a suitable élément in &xg9 we assume that gy lies

in the apartment A(S). Since y also lies in the same apartment, we may (and do)

assume, after replacing g with an élément in g&yi that g normalizes the maximal

&-split torus S.

It is clear that g carries the root System #(S, M^) onto the root System

<P(S, Mgy) of M^ (both thèse root Systems are considered as subsets of the root
System #(5, G) of G in terms of the identification of X*(S) with Z*(S)). Now since

yxnygy projects onto both Mx(f) and Mgy(f), it follows that the root System

4>(S, Mx) of Mx equals the root System <P(S, M^). Thus g carries #(S, M^) onto
<P(S9 Mx). Now as the root System #(S, M^) is contained in the root System

<P(S9 M) and C is the identity component of the intersection of kernels of the roots
in <P(S, M), whereas C, and so also C, is the identity component of the intersection

of kernels of roots in #(S, MJ, we conclude that C is the identity component of the

intersection of the kernels of roots in #(S, M^) and so g normalizes C. Hence, it
also normalizes the centralizer M of C. In view of the fact that #(S, Mgy)

$(S,MX) cz4>(S,M), assertion (3) follows from the surjectivity statement in

(2).
We turn to the converse (2). Suppose n contains the minimal K-type (^x, a). If

<$x is a maximal parahoric subgroup of ^, then M ^ and according to Proposition

6.6, 7i is an absolutely cuspidal représentation and it is isomorphic to c-Ind^t
for some t 6 S(a).

Suppose now that @x is not a maximal parahoric subgroup. Let M and 9 be as

in 6.10. Let (6'9 Ve.) be an irreducible quotient of Jjr(Vn). Note that according to
Theorem 4.5 the depth of 6' is zéro. Let (Jty> %) be a minimal K-type for 8'9 with
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y eA(S). In view of Lemma 5.1, we may (and we shall) assume that Jty\M+ ^
9y\&$ It follows at once from 2.2 that there exists a minimal K-type (9y9Ç) for n
such that the restriction of £, to Jty is x- Now according to Theorem 3.5 the

minimal K-types (9X9 a) and (@y> Ç) are associâtes of each other and hence there
exists an élément g e <ê satisfying the three conditions listed in Lemma 6.12.

Let 0>'=zg&>g~l and Jf^gjfg~x so that & JtJT. Consider the Jacquet
functor Jjr>. The représentation 9 9'8 of M given by 9(m) =9'(g~lmg) is an
irreducible quotient of Jjr(Vn). Furthermore, 9 contains the minimal K-type

(dfgy, x8) and therefore must also contain {Jix, a) by 6.2 applied to M. It now
follows from Proposition 6.6 that 9 is équivalent to c-Ind^r for some t e ê{à).
Frobenius reciprocity (2.3) tells us that n is a subrepresentation of /(^', 9). By
Theorem 2.5,1(0*', 9) and /(^, 9) hâve the same composition factors. In particular,
n is a subquotient of /(^, 9).

6.13. Let (@x9 a) be a minimal K-type of depth zéro. Let V V(9X9 a) be the

full subcategory of the category of smooth représentations of 9 whose objects are
those smooth représentations n of # ail of whose subquotients are generated by
their (9X9 (r)-isotypic subspaces. Dénote by ©a the character of a. Let ea be the

idempotent élément in the algebra ^f(#) of compactly supported functions on 9
which is supported on <SX and given there by ea(g) (deg cr/vol(^JC))0<T(g). In
particular, if (n9 Vn) is a représentation of ^, then n(ea) is projection onto the

cr-isotypic subspace FJ of KK. In fact, Van 7r(eff)(Fn) is naturally a module for the

algebra Jf(@9eff) ~effjf(@)eff (an algebra in which ea is the identity) and the

process «F of taking <r-isotypic subspace is a functor

from V(9X$ a) to the category V(£?(&, eff)) of représentations of tf(9, eo).

The algebra Jf(^, eff) is very simply related to the algebra jf(9H9X9 <x), where

â dénotes the contragredient of a. Let Af(<r) =e<T^(^)eff, an idéal of Jf(^).
Note that M(a) as an algebra (with identity ea) is simple of dimension deg(a)2, and
that if fi is an irreducible représentation of 9X9 then P(M(a)) 0 unless fi is

équivalent to a» As observed in [BK1], Jf(9H9x9 â) ® c Af(cr) is canonically
isomorphic to

THEOREM 6.14

(1) If (n$ Vn) is a smooth représentation which is generated by its a-isotypic
suhspace V*m9 then (n9 VK) belongs to ^(^x9 a)
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(2) Thefunctor

is an équivalence of catégories

Proof Both (1) and (2) follow from Theorem 4 4 in [BK2] as immédiate

conséquences of Propositions 6 6 and 6 7
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